1. In [5] a characterization for fractional differentiation of a function of a real variable is given. Here, the results are extended to the case of a function of several variables.
Before we state these results we must review some definitions. By x,y,t,...
we denote points (xlt x2,..., xn), (ylt y2,..., yn),... of «-dimensional Euclidean space. We will consider integrable functions, /: Pn ->-R, where R is the set of real numbers. We denote the measure of a measurable set P by |P|. The symbols x+y and Ax, where A is a scalar, have the usual meaning. By \x\ we mean (2"=i*2)1,2> by (x,y} we mean 2in=i*J'i> and if j=(jx,j2, ■ ■ •,./") where the p are integers we use the notation \j | to mean j\ +j2 + • ■ ■ +jn. By x! we mean x{lx'22 ■ ■ -x]}. _ denotes the unit sphere of En, a-, p denote elements of _, and da the usual area element of _.
We will use the symbol C, sometimes with subscripts and sometimes without, for an absolute constant or a constant dependent only on the dimension and the parameters of the problem.
By Co we denote the class of functions with compact support and k continuous derivatives, and we write (d/dx)1 for (d'i/dx^d'^/dx^) ■ ■ ■ (d'o/dx'j) and (d/dx)'f=f. For a function/, we denote its /?th integral by/, and write /<>(*) = /Bn|Í_^ (0<)8<1).
Whenever the region of integration for an integral is P" we may simply write J"
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A function defined in a neighborhood of a point x0 is said to have a k derivative if (1) f(x0 + t) = PX0(t) + RX0 (t) where PXo(t) is a polynomial in the variable / of degree Sk and R(t) = RXo(t) = 0(1/1") as |/| ->0. For 1 Sp<°o,fis said to have a derivative of order k in the L" sense if {/>-**¡wSp |P(/)|"i//}1,p = o(/9 as p^O.
For an integer k ^ 0, f is said to have a derivative of order a at xQ, k<a<k+l, iffß has a k +1 derivative at x0 (a+ß=k+l).fis said to have an a derivative at x0 in the V sense iffe has a k + 1 derivative at x0 in the V sense. Furthermore, with R(t) defined as in (1), /is said to satisfy Aa at x0 if R(t) = 0(\t\a) as |r| -> 0. In this case we write/e AB. The corresponding W definition, A£, is satisfied if (2) {If \R(t)\*dtXV = 0(p«).
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Finally/is said to satisfy the condition Npa if (3) f $££dt <co for some f>>0.
The main theorems are as follows.
Theorem 1. Suppose f satisfies the condition Aa at every point of a measurable set E, E has positive measure. Then the necessary and sufficient condition for f to have a derivative of order a almost everywhere in E is that f satisfy the condition N2 almost everywhere in E.
The condition N2 is the characterizing notion for the fractional differentiability of functions, and if Aa is relaxed to A2 we have: Theorem 2. f satisfies the condition N2 almost everywhere in the set E if and only if f satisfies the condition A2 and f has an a derivative in the L2 sense almost everywhere in E.
That N2 is the characterizing notion for differentiability is perhaps underlined by:
Theorem 2'. f has an a derivative in the sense of V (2^p<oo) and satisfies the condition Ag almost everywhere in a set E if and only iff satisfies both N2 and N£ almost everywhere in the set E.
The proofs of these results rely heavily on some theorems first proved in [4] for the one-dimensional case and then recently extended to the «-dimensional case in [3] . To state these results we make some further remarks.
Suppose that/has a k -l derivative at x0 in either the ordinary sense or the V sense and the polynomial for this case as corresponds to (1) is Pxo(t). Write AXo(t) = RXo(t) + (-l)k~1RXo(-t).
/is said to satisfy the condition A* at x0 if AXo(t) = 0{\t\k} as | /1 -> 0 and it is said to satisfy the condition N£ if there is a p>0 such that L \n + pk dt < co (l Ú p < oo).
The results we speak of are given below.
Theorem A. Suppose f satisfies the condition Af at every point of a set E. Then fhas a k derivative at almost every x in E if and only if f satisfies N2 almost everywhere in E.
Theorem B. The necessary and sufficient condition for f to have a k derivative in the L" sense (2^p<co) almost everywhere in a set E is thatf satisfies the conditions N£, Nk almost everywhere in E.
Theorem B is not proved in [3] but this result can be obtained in much the same way as it is done in the one-dimensional case in [4] .
The proof of Theorem 2' does not differ from the proof of Theorem 2 and we will only fully prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. The existence of the a derivative at x0 off depends on its local properties and hence altering/outside a neighborhood of x0 does not change the existence of the a derivative.
2. In addition to the above results several lemmas are used in the proofs. After an application of Holder's inequality and a change of order of integration of the inner two integrals this is less than or equal to a constant times I *f'■*-«■ IT?}.*-£■ tn For the case 2^p<co let A be an upper bound for <oXo(t). Then one has
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3. In this section we show the conditions of Theorem 1 are sufficient for / to have an a derivative almost everywhere in P. As mentioned earlier we will not do the L" case since it differs from the P2 case in an unessential way. In view of Theorem A it is enough to show that F=fß satisfies condition Af+1 and Nk + 1 almost everywhere in P.
Suppose that x0 in P is the origin and that/has support contained in the sphere 5a = {x : |jc[ Sa}. Let A(/) be a function which is infinitely differentiable and has support in the sphere 5,(, = {jc : |x|^/>} with b>a and A(/)=l for |/|^a. Hence
f(t) = X(t)f(t). Let P(t) be the polynomial in (1) and R(t) be the remainder. Then f(t) = X(t)P(t) + X(t)R(t). The integral }En X(t)P(t)\x-t\e-n dt represents an
infinitely differentiable function. Hence we can make the simplifying assumptions that Xq is the origin and that/(/) = P(/) satisfies the condition A2 at x0 and has support in Sb. We also assume k even since the case k odd is similar. Assume 0<\h\<b/2. Then
±{F(h) + F(-h)} = f R(t)${\h-t\e-n+\h + t\e-n}dt
Jsb _f m±Mzû.|A_rr-* Js" 2 = Í w(t)\t\a-\h-t\t~ndt.
Jsb
We first show the last integral is the sum of a polynomial in « of degree Sk+l and a remainder which is 0(\h\k + l) as |«| -^0.
Split this integral into the two integrals Srnsam^iaiMSwir ^he first i is = °(\h\a)Jm<2\h\ \h-t\e-ndf¿0(\h\k + 1). For the second, expand |«-r|Ä-nand \h + t\ß'n in their respective Taylor's developments to obtain where P is a polynomial of degree ¿k+l containing even terms only, i.e., a term of P(x) is a,x' where |y'| is even. Since R(t) = 0(\t\a) Collecting these results we see we have F equal to a polynomial of degree ^k plus a term which is 0(\h\k + 1).
Now it remains to show that if r](t)\t\k + 1 = F(t)-P(t), where P(t) is the polynomial obtained in the above argument, then for some p>0. This will be accomplished if we show jwêp (r¡2(t)/\t\n) dt<oo, i'=l,2, 3, where
where [/|=0, 2, 4,..., fc.
In each of these cases a similar argument is used. We will do the argument in full for the case of r¡x. Let g(t) be a function such that f sHt)_dl_ = i 4. We consider the necessity of the conditions of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 from this point on.
The assumption (l/pn) j|(|âi \f(x0 + t)-PXo(t)\" dt=0(ppa), 2Sp<°o, clearly implies/is locally integrable to the pth power. Thus we may modify/to have finite support and to be in W. In addition, we may limit our consideration to a closed set P<^E, where |P-P| <£ and e>0 is arbitrary, on which/^Fhas a k+1 derivative in the Lp sense uniformly and satisfies the condition A£ uniformly there.
By Lemma 7 we may write F(x) = G(x) + H(x) where G(x)eCo + 1 and G/xq) = Fj(x0) represents the/th coefficient of the polynomial in (1). Also we know that H= F-G is zero on P and because of the uniform differentiability of F and the fact that H has compact support we have (6) f |77(x0 + Olp^ ^ constant f>p(,c + 1) + n, 0 < P < oo, in the L2 norm. However H(x) = 0 if x in P and the integral f£n (7/"(x+ ?)/[r |n + fi) dt converges for almost every x in P by Lemma 4' and (6) . By shrinking P further we may assume that h(x0) = (l/Ae) J£n (H(x0 + t)/\t |n + ") c7r for all x0 in P. Since g satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2, it satisfies the condition Aa uniformly and it satisfies the condition N%,2^p<<x>, almost everywhere. Also/satisfies the condition Aoe uniformly in P; hence the problem of showing that/satisfies the condition Nva almost everywhere in P reduces to showing that h satisfies the condition N% almost everywhere in P. To do this we assume that x0 is a point of density of P at which the Lemmas 5, 5', 5" and 6 hold. We may assume that x0 is the origin. Since the constant AB plays no essential role from this point on, we drop it.
Hence we need to show we can write (7) h(x) = P(t) + t(t)\t\a where P(/) = 2m = o (a^/jl) and j|í|So (\t(t)\p/\t\n) dt<oo. As before we will do the problem for the case p = 2 since the case 2Sp<<x> is similar. If x is in P we can write Kx)= \ lxH%edt= f +Í =S+T. To do this we do the integration over the set of points which are in the set P and later we consider the integration over the complement of P. First consider the above integral with z'=l. As in an earlier argument suppose that g(x) is such that jM¿0(g2(x)l\x\n)dx=l.
Then we must show Ji*|Sí (8(x)Ix(x)/\x\n) dx < oo. This integral is equal to On the other hand, one can easily see the first term in the product is finite. In a similar way one can obtain the required results in the cases for the integrals I2 and 74. For the remainder of this section we concentrate on 73.
It remains to estimate the contribution of I3(xu) to the convergence of (11). In view of (8) and the fact that xu is in P we have (11) The last inequalities are demonstrated by recalling the inequalities involving x and xu where x is in Ku. (9) is finite by Lemma 5".
As a final remark we point out that the condition Nl easily implies the condition A£ which is enough to complete the proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 2'. Bibliography
